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QUESTION MARKS

SECTION A - READING

1.

Read the passage given below.

Bees are insects. Bees are special insects because they can

fly! They can move through the air like an airplane! Bees

can fly because they have wings. They use their wings to fly.

Bees can fly fast. Bees can also fly slow. They can fly up

and they can fly down. They need to fly to get to the

flowers! Bees can have three colors. They can be yellow,

red, and  orange. All bees are black in some places. Bees

have three main parts. They have a head. They have a

body. And, they  have a stinger. The stinger is used to

defend against enemies. They also have six legs. They use

their legs to stand and  climb. They also use their legs to eat

and collect pollen. Bees live in many places. They live in

Africa, Australia, Asia,  Europe, North America, South

America. The only continent that bees do not live on is

Antarctica! I understand why  they don’t live in Antarctica.

It’s too cold! Most of the time, bees are nice to humans. If

you do not bother them, they  will not bother you. Have fun

watching the bees this summer!

(1x6=6)



Answer the following questions:-

1) What are bees?

A.Mammals                                    B. Birds

C. Reptiles                                      D. Insects

2) How do bees fly?

A.They use their legs.                     B. They use their head.

C.They use their wings.                  D. None of the above.

3) How many legs do bees have?

A.Two                                            B Four

C. Six                                             D. Eight

4) What is the stinger used for?

A.To eat food.                        B. To defend against enemies

C.Both A and B.                      D. None of the above.

5) Where do bees live?

A.North America                        B. Asia

C. Antarctica                             D. Both A and B



6) Which body part do bees use to collect pollen?

A head                                    B. Legs

C  wings                                 D. Stinger

SECTION B - WRITING AND GRAMMAR

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Read the outlines of the story given below. Write the full
story using these outlines.

A thirsty crow - in search of water - sees a jug half filled
with water - beak can't reach it - sees pebbles - puts them
into the jug - water level comes up – drinks water – flies
away

Write a notice informing the students of your school about
a selection test for the Maths Olympiad.

Circle the adverbs of degree in these sentences

1) Raja was entirely sure that his sister had hidden the
cookies

2) The children will be too tired to go out after the
match

Tick the correct adverbs of frequency to complete these
sentences

1) My grandparents (usually/daily) drink tea in the
evenings

2) Susan is punctual and is ( often/never) the first one
to reach

(5)

(5)

(1x2=2)

(1×2=2)



7.

8.

Complete the sentence with the correct word from the
brackets

1) Rajji _______ the ball and it flew right _______ the
window and landed in the garden. (through/threw)

Tick the main verbs and underline the auxiliary verbs in
these sentences

1) Are you reading the newspaper now?

2) Nimin has worked on the presentation

Rewrite the sentences with correct punctuation marks

1) when will jonathan and his sister arrive asked harold
impatiently

2) tarina asked where is the library reading room

2

(1×2=2)

(1×2=2)

SECTION C - LITERATURE

9.
Write the first 6 lines of the poem Barefoot days with
correct punctuation marks.

1) Why did the investors give a book to Irah?

2) How did Totaram's mother come to know that he
was attending school? How did she feel about it?

3) Shere Khan did not dare to stand up against Mother
Wolf
What led to the disagreement between Mother Wolf
and Shere Khan? Why did Shere Khan not stand up
against mother wolf?

4) A few curious citizens watched… carried by four
attendants.
What does this line tell about the society in Pimpeii?
We're most of them wealthy? How do you know?

(4)

2×5=10



5) What had Irah done in the past which she now
regretted?


